The objective of this project was to research, develop, and implement on-vehicle planning and mapping theory and software to find, trace, and map chemical plumes. This objective included accurate declaration of chemical source locations. Our planning methodologies demonstrated successful chemical plume tracing in four separate sets of in-water tests in two distinct locations with a variety of environmental conditions. The final test in June 2003 test at Duck NC demonstrated chemical plume tracing over a distance of 975 m between first detection and declared source location. Average source declaration accuracy was on the order of 13 m. The plume and source likelihood mapping theory and methods developed under this project have utility in chemical transport applications in both oceanic and atmospheric environments. Chemical plume tracing capabilities, such as those demonstrated for the first time on this project, have utility in searching for environmentally interesting phenomena, unexploded ordinance, undersea wreckage, and sources of hazardous chemicals or pollutants.
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OBJECTIVE: The objective of this project was to research, develop, and implement on-vehicle planning and mapping theory and software to support the ONR Chemical Sensing in the Marine Environment (CSME) Program in its objective to find, trace, and map chemical plumes. This objective included accurate declaration of chemical source locations. The scope of this effort included development of the theory, implementation of the algorithms in software, evaluation and optimization of these algorithms in simulation, and demonstration of these algorithms onboard a Navy autonomous underwater vehicle.

APPROACH: We developed the theory and algorithms to perform on-line mission planning, reaction, and plume mapping to enable an AUV to track an odor plume to its source and to accurately declare the source location. In off-line analysis, planning and mapping are used jointly to enable long-term optimization of the vehicle maneuvers to reach the mission goal within the mission constraints. Such off-line methods built on Hidden Markov models, the Viterbi algorithm, and Bayesian reasoning. This analysis resulted in algorithms to estimate a source likelihood map [10] and a plume likelihood map [6]. Based on those maps, we developed algorithms to construct the trajectory most likely to detect chemical [6]. The on-vehicle planner was built using reactive behavior-based methods. Specific reactive behaviors were designed and optimized for finding the plume, tracing the plume, reacquiring contact with a lost plume, and declaring a source location. Additionally, reaction was used to instantiate vehicle safety behaviors (e.g., staying in the operational area). The resulting algorithms have been demonstrated in-water on a SPAWAR REMUS. Details of the approach developed in this research project are described in [1-10]. The final planner and its on-vehicle plume tracing results are documented in [8].

ACCOMPLISHMENTS: Our planning methodologies demonstrated successful chemical plume tracing in four separate sets of tests in two distinct locations with a variety of environmental conditions. The August 2002 test in San Diego Bay...
was the first demonstration of Adaptive Mission Planning (AMP) on a REMUS vehicle. The September 2002 tests at San Clemente Island offered an opportunity for preliminary on-vehicle testing of the chemical plume tracing software. The November 2002 test at San Clemente Island was the first successful demonstration of chemical plume tracing with source declaration. The April 2003 test at San Clement Island was the first successful demonstration of chemical plume tracing with post-declaration maneuvers designed to image the source using sidescan sonar. The June 2003 test at Duck NC was the first demonstration of multiple plume tracing and multiple source declaration. That test also demonstrated chemical plume tracing over a distance of 975 m between first detection and declared source location. Average source declaration accuracy was on the order of 13 m. Details of the November 2002, April 2003, and June 2003 operations can be found in [3,4,5,7,8].

CONCLUSIONS: This project has contributed to the theory and practice of on-line mission planning, reactive planning, and chemical plume tracing. The theoretical contributions are documented in articles [1,2,6,8,9,10]. The experimental demonstrations of the working technology are documented in [3,4,5,7,8,9]. Advanced vehicle control combined with reactive mission planning offer significant potential for advancing the level of autonomy achievable for underwater vehicles on missions of interest to the Navy such as ship hull inspection, swimmers defense, and unexploded ordnance disposal.

SIGNIFICANCE:
1. This project demonstrated reactive behavior-based planning on an important extended-duration mission over a large region and in a real environment. This is a significant transition from laboratory to practice.
2. Chemical plume tracing capabilities, such as those demonstrated for the first time on this project, have utility in searching for environmentally interesting phenomena, unexploded ordinance, underwater wreckage, and sources of hazardous chemicals or pollutants.
3. The plume and source likelihood mapping methods developed under this project have utility in chemical transport applications in both oceanic and atmospheric environments.
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